New sensors of magnetic induction in near field, dedicated to studies of electromagnetic compatibility, are proposed based on the Standard CISPR16-1 coils. The new coil shape allows the sensors to be sensitive only to specific components of the multipolar expansion, which is similar to a spatial filtering. In comparison with our previous approach in which we designed a complete set of coils, we aim to simplify the sensor coil geometry by rotating the spherical harmonics functions. After a description of the tools required, the design method is described.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
OR electromagnetic compatibility studies, a reduced model of the stray magnetic field generated by power electronic systems diminishes design cost. To determine this model, our work focuses on an experimental approach based on the use of large loop antennas. These antennas offer advantages, such as reducing the effect of positioning inaccuracies and reducing measurement time in comparison with punctual measurement systems. For instance, to identify the first order of a multipolar expansion (dipole) [1] , the Standard CISPR 16-1 [2] uses three orthogonal loops (Fig. 1 ). This approach works for the medium frequency range: 9 kHz to 30 MHz.
The problem is that no source is composed of pure dipoles. Therefore, even the standard method can lead to errors. In a previous work, we proposed accounting for higher order terms in the expansion by using an original coil sensor design to improve accuracy [3] . Here, we introduce a simplification of the sensor design. The principle of this design and the improvements are reviewed.
II. MULTIPOLAR EXPANSION
For near-field studies in the standard frequency range (9 kHz to 30 MHz), a quasi-static approximation is suitable. Outside a validity sphere, defined as the minimum area of the expansion convergence and including all radiation sources, the magnetic field can be described by the magnetic scalar potential solution of the Laplace equation at each instant. Using the Fourier transform in time leads us to consider a potential satisfying the Laplace equation for each frequency. For each of these frequencies, in a given spherical coordinate system and in the near-field area of the source, the solution can be written using a multipolar expansion with:
where are the real spherical harmonic functions of order and degree , are the spherical coordinates whose origin is the center of expansion, and are the unknown coefficients. A hierarchy of the expansion terms based on the order , for which the amplitude of the terms decreases as , makes a truncated version of (1) a relevant reduced model for studying distant interactions between power electronic systems.
III. SENSOR DESIGN The measurement principle is similar to a spatial filtering: According to the coil shape, each sensor is sensitive to its specific component of the multipolar expansion. 
A. Preliminaries
Each component sensor, dedicated to a specific component of the multipolar expansion, is constituted of several coils. They are located on a sphere , with a radius , including the validity sphere region. An example is shown in Fig. 2 .
The principle consists in measuring the magnetic flux through the coils. As a component sensor is constituted of several coils, it is possible to total all flux (sum or difference). The following representation will be used in this paper: A red coil will correspond to a positive outgoing flux, whereas a blue one will correspond to a negative outgoing flux (see Fig. 2 ).
Any set of coils on the sphere can be represented by a "sensor function" defined by: -for a portion of delimited by the red coil; -for a portion of delimited by the blue coil; -for the remaining area. In the following, let and denote the indices of the component to be identified and the "sensor function" dedicated to . According to the radial component of , written as (2) the measured flux through sensor function corresponds to (3) where are the coefficients of the spherical harmonics decomposition of the function
These coefficients are calculated as follows: (5) Ideally, the particular to be identified with sensor function could be written as and (6) While, according to (4) , and are proportional, this assumption (6) is incompatible with the definition. However, if multipolar expansion of the source is limited to the fourth order, then solutions exist. In a previous work [3] , we have proven that it was possible to design coils such that for for (7) In other words, we proposed a system of coils that allowed the identification of the first two orders ( and 2) by filtering the two orders after them ( and 4). Consequently, if the multipolar expansion of the source is limited to the fourth order, our sensor should theoretically provide the dipolar and quadrupolar coefficients without error. If higher orders are present, they introduce some error, but their influence decreases at least by . In our study, we will consider that the multipolar expansion is limited to the fourth order. This is considered sufficient for most practical power electronic radiating systems. This work has resulted in a design with eight flux coil sensors located on the measurement sphere. The eight sensors are presented in Fig. 3 . These first shapes are linked to spherical coordinates outlined within the or constant. Unfortunately, this design is too complex to actually build.
B. Rotational Properties of
We wanted to simplify this solution in order to build a practical sensor. The basic idea comes from the properties of spherical harmonic functions: By rotating and summing only one component, it is possible to produce all components of the same order. Examples are given in Fig. 4 . For the first-order rotation, the shapes of the components are naturally the same regardless of the rotation. The second-order case is more complex: one rotation around the y-axis and one rotation around the x-axis of the component generates the component. The idea is that it is possible to generalize this property to design sensors. Thus, to simplify the design, we must start from simpler sensor coils, i.e., with the and sensors as coplanar coils, shown in the black frame in Fig. 3 .
In particular, from (3) and (5), we found relationships between the and components and their measured fluxes. These are given by (8) (9) with the fluxes indicated in Fig. 3 .
C. Sensor Design 1) Rotation Convention:
In order to describe rotation, Euler angles are used as shown in Fig. 5 . Any rotation is composed by three elementary rotations. The first elementary rotation is with the angle around the z-axis, the second one is with the angle around the y -axis, and the last one is with the around the z -axis. In the following section, this rotation is named , and the new coordinate system with this rotation is denoted .
2) Rotation of the Spherical Harmonics:
As denotes the real spherical harmonics in the coordinate system , will denote the same spherical harmonics in the rotated coordinate system . For a fixed , the functions and are both orthogonal bases of the spherical harmonics of order , and consequently a change of basis matrix can be defined such that (10)
In particular, we focus on the and components. and can be found, for instance, in [4] , and the coefficients of and , respectively, in the bases and are given by As for the first order, according to (13) and (14), certain rotations of could create all other second-order components. From components with , we can deduce ones with using geometrical symmetries of spherical harmonics In consequence, if the sensor is rotated, other components could create disturbances, but all of them will be from the same order . Yet, the sensor set designs in Fig. 3 are insensitive to disturbances above the fourth order. The filtering capability is still maintained for any sensor rotation.
D. Example of
Sensor Design From (13), the function is generated from the rotational and linear combination of . Thus, as shown in Fig. 6 , the sensor is made by using the sensors associated with two where corresponds to the flux measured across the coil in Fig. 6 ; on the other hand, according to (3) and (19) (21) where the higher order terms are null because of the assumption that the multipolar expansion is limited to the order 4. Finally, we obtain (22)
E. Final Topology
We present in Fig. 7 the simplification of the shapes obtained using the method based on rotations. For the first order, the sensor direction is aligned with the targeted component. The second order needs sensor rotations and the sums of the measured fluxes. Thus, only two different and simple shapes allow identification of the first eight components of the multipolar expansion by filtering the other components up to the fifth order.
This new set of loops provides an accurate identification of like the first sensor shown in Fig. 3 . The relationships between measured fluxes and components are given by for (23) where corresponds to the total flux through the sensor coils.
In Fig. 7 , the complexity of the system is significantly reduced for the coils, but there are still too many coils to actually build the complete sensor. To alleviate this problem, we will limit the sensor design to four coils that can be rotated to capture the measurements, illustrated in [5] . However, it must be pointed out that the mechanics of rotation can lead to new difficulties.
F. Validations
The complete validation has been reached using mathematical (by finite element method) and experimental methods. The results have been presented previously [5] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that it is possible to improve the dipole component measurement of the Standard device. It is also possible to create simple coil systems that measure di-and quadripolar components by filtering both high orders (respectively up to the fifth order and up to the sixth order). The presented method improves on previously published results by simplifying the coil design.
Furthermore, our identification method is validated by experimental and mathematical results. In future work, we can focus on the construction of the full coil systems that include rotation.
